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(Sleep, with out-stretched fingers, seems to catch night)
Sleep, with out-stretched fingers, seems to catch night
phantoms, clutch them, wave them over your body,
fanning away daffodil daydreams,
blowing away the glow that flows,
slowly, from consciousness to darkness,
with velvet breaths, until yellow petals
feel rough. Then, as if beneath wind, flowers lean
fringed heads towards your shoulders. You turn, and flee
through fields where goldenrod lift feathered heads
to peer at you through brown grass and wild wheat.
In the forest, you find a bank 
where not a single dappled stone, spotted moss, 
patch of freckled earth or speckled water, 
offends. There, closed-eyed afternoons, you pull 
evening across your body like a sheet.
The soft undersides of leaves, your eyelids, 
slide toward cheeks brushed by lashes...
Your caged soul 
chooses not to sing in darkness.
Swans may be swimming downstream; 
close your eyes, and choose not to see.
Owls and whip-poor-wills may wonder who you are; 
sleep, and choose not to hear.
This earth is what she asks; 
were worlds as grains of sand,
they would still slip through her out-stretched fingers, 
though she clutch, however desparately, 
though she torment with fevered unrest.
This is the price paid when her fingers lift 
daffodil daydreams from your neck like leis 
and pry each link apart; 
you, not knowing this is what supports, 
fall, though she clutch...
Knowing oaks’ ways in August, 
one yellowing leaf eludes its twig’s grasp.
Through its accustomed space, 
a single ray illuminates your cage.
A bird shrills, like a ripping cloth.
Strumpet Sleep, making one final swipe, 
sends you tumbling toward the dawn, 
with the seeds of your return planted 
among your dreams.
Not Sleeping At Night
At night the lights of heaven touch your face, 
and your green-star eyes take on wonder.
All fancy come what may: I see the place 
of fields and trees, and hope hangs under
the leaves in shade, twists in vines, and scoots 
across the brook. I sit in the middle field 
and watch you bathe your skin; above, some flutes 
play. I picture all my mind can yield.
And then I stir. I look in your eyes, I touch your face: 
only you pick stars by pointing. I need 
not lie; that whole world I saw is false.
All that you are is before me, I know
you know. Where is the realm of love then?
In true sight: you in your eyes, and you in mine.
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Rip’s Awakening Epitaph
They have gathered here that they may reap 
What I have left unsown, a bon voyage 
For my peaceful twenty year sleep.
The morning ceremony becomes a mirage 
To satisfy the lonely souls, the chairs 
Filled with ample tears, the local lodge,
As no one I know tells prayers.
The whisper spreads of snow, its great design—
Feel a rush to the window, the couple on the stairs
Who cannot care less—the slushy kind 
That is rarely white and never sticks. Lo 
And behold, a single widow’s mind
Which feasts on tales of cousin Flo,
The neighbor’s wife. Oh, pardon, a memory 
Of me—there, there, the business row
Touched on my past prosperity.
While repenters lift wreathes from my head,
A thoughtful sprinkling of hope and charity,
There is a hush before the breaking of bread 
And wine and cheese and milk and honey,
When Joey, asking for his uncle, said
The word and how his mouth looks funny.
The children save a silhouette, at best.
Thank God, they do not see the money
For years, a time to grow and yield, lest 
They spend their nights waking to dreams 
Of figures and illusions. The rest,
Who fancy me in marble robe it seems,
Pray that their sorrow lies not in vain
As some crossed seed, born of morning’s light, gleams
Across the chrome. No mention of the pain 
Gone before them, the ground covered. The snow 
Has all but turned to rain.
And so, before their minds face tomorrow,
To what will pass then, I pray and I crave 
The earth should change and they should borrow
From others what they cannot save 
Of themselves. For whom will they weep 
When I awake, and there is no grave?
Visiting Your Sight
Walking the empty house: furniture sold,
your life packed and shipped; stained glass windows,
echoes following the steps on hollow stone.
Then I stop, out of breath, immune from city noises 
so far into the hills, free for suggestion.
Up to your room, your door closed; here you were.
Now changing scenes: mausoleum shadows, 
the land dug and planned; the walls are cold, 
a withered fig tree blocks the risen sun.
Memories brew, I brood. The hands no longer wave, 
they carry your body. And how the dirt is dry, 
here in the open field.
Returning;
All for the sake of something I have not seen 
you expect me to raise my hands unafraid 
unashamed in front of your locked door?
Knocking will bring no answer. I am afraid.
What awaits has never seen human eyes.
You died, and I saw the procession of black 
march your covering up the marble floor 
and, suddenly in air, empty your weight 
into a hole, filling the sore of that empty space.
I stand, and with the broken flowers in my hand 
I view the trespassing of the body 
into dirt, and time suddenly turns back 
and over its shoulder looks me in the eye:
Way past, a man’s face, the black and white 
reminder of an old world as it used to be 
and now as it must, so coldly, be passed 
through my eyes, suddenly becomes mine.
I have your will; you give the remainder of your wealth. 
I scorn you. Your money proves I still live 
and you do not. Must I have all this sudden wealth? 




Am I a haunting spectre,
steeped in the darkness of mystery
and born of the fear found in blackness?
Am I a creature of darkness’ passion,
clothed in black’s seduction
and filled with sultry night’s thoughts?
Or am I a fortress of dark strengths, 
filled with the safety of the dark womb 
and the security of blackened hiding places?
What I am is what you make me,
for it is your thoughts that can send me back
to the emptiness from whence you brought me.
But whatever you make of me
do not remove the shadows in which I am dressed,
for then I will no longer be what you make me;
I will be you.
Resolution
.Winter is the perfect time 
for making resolutions.
These fruits of winter-berried time 
pass idle, ice-locked days, 
when plans and prose 
are slippered into snow, 
preserved for spring display.
.Or is early spring the time, 
with crocus, its buds in ruffled skirts, 
trumpetful of filaments 
and summer poesy?
Petals swirl to prophetic echoes:
A promise in hollows of pink, 
belling dormant eagerness.
.In fall, determination turns again, 
now crackling, unused leaves 
in rusty age of yellow-gold and orange, 
blending, browning, warm 
in muddied sunshine 
that soaks the will and softens change.
The addition to Hamlet’s final speech, Act V, ii
Vii-350
These words are not lost within this student’s 
Book—nay, my philosopher, on thy heart 
And mine is my mortal’s breath engraved.
Upon my soul a fallen eagle fell,
Of ghostly guise in armour, accounted 
Of Hell, befitted to bring this sparrow’s 
End and pluck these fair feathers from my breast. 
Ay, a sparrowhawk among the eyrie,
Quick, angelic, yet woodcock slow! So trapp’d 
By mine own nature! Horatio, try 
Not the value of my words; witchery 
Is not wrapp’d within my soul embittered.
Death, in horny crown, did challenge
Like an actor guis’d but his lines ne’er
Quit— the Jest’s reversed on my black humour!
’Tis Providence’s gold wheel, this foul life—
Youth, but a whimpering through her gilt spokes. 
Fortune, goddess grinning, gyrates baser 
Lives ’round, off in rhythm—out of time!
But man draws his soul’s lament, breath final,
His trump scourges the sky of her stars!
Post proelium, praemium... scholar’s notes...
Fie, Laertes! Fie, adulterous King!
This madman dead now sees the slack in plot.
Ay! This most learned Hamlet practiced blades 
With pirate’s skill and vengeance’s heated blood!
By pearled wine heated and blade laced ram hot 
Am I dying! Such is life’s irony...
Horatio, adieu! Remember me!
By love-swearing angels, remember me!
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H AL’S SOLILOQUY
SCENE: Night before battle
PRINCE: And now the brilliant sun doth lose himself 
Beyond the purple drapes of royalty.
And for what reason? To sleep? To plan? To prepare? 
For what? His day is set. Each dawn he adorns 
Himself in glistening, gilded armour to do 
But little else than cross the heavens and eye 
His neb’lous troops, who, upon occasion, o’ershadow 
And conceal him from these earthly eyes; These 
That dare not turn and fix their gaze upon him 
When he in full resplendent glory shines.
These eyes do but slant away from that heav’nly sphere; 
As do those of kings and baser beasts of earth,
Which dare not risk to suffer so from his 
Undaunting, piercing glare. Save those of one man— 
One Harry Percy, one noble Harry Percy 
Who means to challenge one and all in brightness;
And, in doing so, he doth oppose the very sun.
To make that star but a single gem in’s crown 
Which is e’en now adorned with sparkling jewels 
Of erstwhile exploits, is but one of his ambitions—
The others being to overcome my father,
And my dear king, in his approaching fray—
To take his England, his crown; and then to add 
The name of Harry Monmouth, the Prince of Wales;
To those poor fourteen-plus he’ll snatch from life,
And speak of to his wife with such audacity 
When next the two at morning meal meet.
And if those noble accounts of this fiery youth 
Be true, then surely, as my lord be king,
He hath the favor when by chance we meet.
And Harry shall slay Harry. And thus, in doing so,
All bonds shall be forfeit; all debts shall then,
In scarlet gold, be paid. And then the name 
Of Harry Monmouth shall be entombed with all 
Indignities and shames, whilst the name of noble 
Young Harry Percy shall echo o’er all of England 
In full resounding honor.
Ah, but noble Percy, gallant Percy, this—
It shall not be. For as I did promise my dear,
Dear father but just a little while hence,
And when by chance ere shall we meet, shall I 
Be as the northern wind and serve to cool 
Thy fiery blood. And then—then I as that 
Most splendid sun, shall be and sting thine eyes 
With new-found brilliance. In conquering thee 
Shall I redeem myself to father and king.
Ay, this I do but swear and promise thee.
And now shall I as that seer sun retire 
To pause ere I extinguish young Percy’s fire.
9
La Grenouillere: a Painting by Monet
The foreground, a waterside cafe' and mellowed 
rise and fall of boats and brush.
A dabbled island flourish, 
bristle-width in walkways 
for people smudged without a face 
in wealthiness of easel-ed grays.
The background, sun-swept trees of butter-yellow, 
melting upward to sky-height 
with pigments, sifting light.
Bathers splashed away from view, 
swirling widening, rippled textures: 
the artist’s spattered, patterned treasure.
The Orphan
a small child in a huge crowd; 
a rowboat drifting on the open sea.
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Upon Discovering A Loss Of Digital Dexterity
I
When I sit at the piano and try 
to play those gentle airs I used to know, 
instead of plucking music from the air,
I have collected a fistful of keys.
The ivories rise in my mind, like slats... 
and I remember swinging on a gate — 
part of the ornamental fence outside 
my house. The biggest, bluest irises 
I’d ever seen grew there. Cicadas chirred, 
and crickets sprang from the grass at my feet, 
which was starred by yellow dandelions, 
all fresh and moist, and warm as baby suns.
Each flower was attended by a bee,
and from the gate on which I swung, the field
was one great prairie, or the Milky Way,
which I surveyed like God. But I was ten,
and eighty pounds. The fence had rotted through.
I heard a crack, and, clutching a broken slat 
in each hand, landed in the irises.
My head cracked, too, against the wooden fence.
I had blood upon my knees, and through my tears, 
could see the look upon my mother’s face 
when she would see her wounded flowerbed.
II
This misadventure left no outward scar.
Wounds heal. The body’s stronger than the mind.
We grow and mend, we grow and learn, we grow 
and age. And as we age we leave them all — 
all those games among the flowers, doomed to fade 
or to be crushed. We pick a few, and press 
them in the Bibles of our hearts.
Now fragile, they no longer keep their scent; 
it drifts away on gentle airs, this stuff 
of all our dreams. The stronger ones we clutch, 
with both hands; slowly, they disintegrate.
We watch what we can hold, what we can pull 
through time. It cracks, and splintered shafts remain: 
a Prelude by Rachmaninoff, some Brahms, 
memories of Chopin — romantics all, 
and like romantic dreams each droops away, 
or disappears like dew which greets the sun.
“ This Self of Mine” 
or
“ Three Year Old in a Mirror”
This self of mine, it sure is fine.
It’s plump, cute, nice and loose,
Jiggles and wiggles as it giggle, giggle, giggles. 
Spins round and round till it falls down.
It lies still and spins, pops up and spins again. 
This self of mine, it sure is fine.
“ It’s Fun to Learn”
At Building Blocks where children go 
For preschool art and lit.,
The beasts are tame and kids drop names 
Like Wildsmith, Keats and Seuss.
Naptime backrubs and nice warm hugs 
Are plentiful and true.
They cook to measure and sing for pleasure 
(Testing loud and soft),
And learn through play to love their day, 




A PLAY IN ONE ACT
by
Angela M artello 
CHARACTERS
J e f f ..................................................... a student
Rosie................................. a shopping-bag lady
C harlotte..................................... J e ff’s fiancee
Cop ........................................................... a cop
SCENE: A bench in a secluded part of a park. The bench is surrounded by 
trees. There is a trash can to the right of the bench and a lamp-post directly 
behind it and to the left.
The play opens with JEFF seated upon the bench. Several textbooks are to his 
left on the bench and a note-book is upon his lap. He is writing, pausing, 
writing. Then, in disgust, he rips off the page, crumples it and tosses it to the 
trash can. It misses the can and lands on the ground among several other 
crumpled pieces of the same paper. He begins to write again.
ROSIE enters from his right — carrying her shopping bags. She pauses by the 
trash can and proceeds to go through it as if on a treasure hunt. Another piece of 
paper — from JEFF — comes flying and lands by her feet. She picks it up and 
begins to read it, snickering as she does so. She then notices the other pieces 
about the ground and proceeds to pick them up and read them one by one.
After reading several of the papers, ROSIE moves to where JEFF is seated.
He, apparently, does not notice her for he is deeply engrossed in his 
unsatisfactory writing. ROSIE rather ungracefully plops herself down upon the 
bench at the opposite end. The resulting jarring motion disturbs JEFF, who 
briefly glances at her and then returns to his writing. Moments later, however, he 
suddenly recognizes the paper in ROSIE’S hand.
JEFF: (angrily reaching over to grab the paper) Hey, what are you doing with 
that?! (crumples paper again, this time, placing it on top of his books)
A person can’t even have a little privacy, (returns to his writing) (At 
this point, ROSIE calmly leaves the bench and walks over to the trash 
can. She picks up another piece of paper and returns to her seat in the 
same jarring fashion — again disturbing JEFF. He glares at her and 
again angrily moves to retrieve the paper. ROSIE retaliates by pressing 
the paper against her breast with one hand and slapping away his hand 
with the other. JEFF pulls back, nursing his hand. He stares at her — 
shocked, confused and hurt.)
ROSIE: It’s not yours.
JEFF: What?
ROSIE: I said, it’s not yours — anymore.
JEFF: (incredibly) What do you mean, “ it’s not yours anymore’’? /  wrote it. 
ROSIE: (agreeably) Yes, but you also threw it away. Once you throw something 
away, it’s not yours anymore. It becomes public property.
JEFF: Public property?! Look, lady, the stuff on that paper is nobody’s business. 
ROSIE: Except Charlotte’s ...(a  pause) Who is she anyway?
JEFF: (swearing irritably to himself) Damn, this is unbelievable. It can’t be
happening, (then aloud, impatiently) None of your business! (then with 
strained control) Look, I’d appreciate it if you would leave my papers 
alone. And while you’re at it, you can leave me alone as well!
(returns to his writing)
(ROSIE remains seated. She is perfectly still. She then remembers the 
letter she is holding against her breast. She moves it away and begins to 
read and snicker again. JEFF again looks over at her. This time, he 
makes no move to get the paper. Instead, he simply rolls his eyes as if 
in defeat. He slams down the notebook on the bench.)
JEFF: Alright, alright! You win. Charlotte is — was my fiancee. Are you
satisfied? Now will you please leave me alone! (picks up notebook and 
once again tries to write.)
ROSIE: (after a few silent moments) Was?
JEFF: What?
ROSIE: Was your fiancee?
JEFF: Yes, yes, yes. Now, please, lady, leave me alone —
ROSIE: My, my. We certainly are touchy. What did this Charlotte do to you 
anyway? (catches JEFF’s angry glare) I know, I know. It’s none of my 
business. But if I’m bothering you, you could move to another bench. 
There are lots of other benches in the park, (gestures to indicate the 
park)
JEFF: (cooly) I don’t want to move to another bench. I want to stay here.
(Gradually raises his voice) Without any more interruptions from you!
ROSIE: Do you want me to leave?
JEFF: In a word, yes!
ROSIE: That’s a shame, because I don’t want to leave. This is a public bench in 
a public park and I (points to herself) am the public. Case closed.
(JEFF angrily looks away. ROSIE neatly folds the letter and then 
places it into her shopping bag. JEFF, who does not see this, returns to 
his writing. His agitation has increased. He writes and crosses out more 
fervently than before. ROSIE remains seated — her hands folded on 
her lap. JEFF angrily tears off the page he had been writing, crushes it 
in his palm and turns to toss it away. He stops, however, when he sees 
that ROSIE is still there. He opens his mouth to say something, but 
quickly changes his mind. He places the rolled up paper beside himself 
on the bench.)
ROSIE: (looking around the park) It’s a lovely day, isn’t it? (JEFF makes no 
reply. She sighs audibly) A perfect day for young sweethearts to take a 
slow stroll through the park. Don’t you agree? (glances at Jeff who 
only glares back. She signs again. Then, to no one in particular) I had 
a sweetheart once. His name was Eliot Wellington Patterson. We used 
to go walking through the parks of Boston together — arm in arm. He 
was such a charming man— a shrewd man as well. I guess that’s why he 
did so well in real estate. . . (she pauses, a pleasant faraway look on her face)
JEFF: (sighes and mutters) “ Sweetheart,” oh, brother.
ROSIE: (as if pulled back from a dream) Hmm?
JEFF: (caught off guard) I said “ sweetheart,” ...how nice.
ROSIE: He was nice. And so gallant. I guess that’s why I married him. We 
were so happy.
JEFF: (moodily) I’m sure you were.
ROSIE: My, my. I can see that I’m bothering you again. Maybe I should move 
to another bench, (begins to get up)
JEFF: No, no. That’s okay. You can stay.
ROSIE: Oh, no. I insist — I really should go.
JEFF: No, really, you can stay.
ROSIE: No, no, no.
JEFF: (with controlled irritation) Believe me, it’s alright.
ROSIE: (accusingly points at him) See? I’m bothering you again! (rises from the 



































(also rising) Mrs. Patterson! This is a public bench. You’re welcome to 
stay. (sits again and mutters aside) And I don’t believe I just said that.
(smiles triumphantly) Alright, I’ll stay, (sits down boldly)
(JEFF signs in relief. He then puts aside his notebook and picks up one 
of textbooks and begins to read.)
You’re a student.
(sarcastically) Really? How could you tell?
(leans over and taps his books) The books.
(in mock surprise) Oh...(returns to his reading)
Law, right?
Wrong, archaeology, (still reads)
Archaeology? How fascinating! Searching for evidence of past 
peoples...(pauses) At least you won’t become a know-it-all attorney 
like my son-in-law.
(still reading) No, I guess not.
Jonathan Snite, Attorney-at-Law. Sounds impressive, doesn’t it? All 
the eligible bachelors in the world and my daughter, Marjorie, chose to 
marry him — Jonathan Snite.
Snite? Poor boy. With a name like that, no wonder he become a lawyer.
He came from a family of lawyers — a family of Snites.
You don’t care much for this Snite guy, do you?
Oh, my. Does it show that much? But you’re right. I really don’t care 
all that much for him. If Eliot were still alive, he would have been 
deeply displeased, too. (then, in a softer, saddened tone) But, then 
again, if Eliot were alive, I wouldn’t be living like this and I wouldn’t 
have any reason to dislike Jonathan...as much.
(with some concern) What did this Snite character do?
(uncomfortably) Let’s just say he spun his web and I got caught in it.
But, enough of ol’ Jonathan — get back to your reading. I don’t want 
to keep you from your studies. (JEFF goes back to his reading. After several 
moments, ROSIE turns back towards him.)





(irritably searches about his feet; mutters) Fifty pages behind in my reading 
and I’m looking for spider webs. . .(aloud) There it is. What about it?
I said, did you — oh, never mind. It’s quite obvious that you didn’t.
Didn’t what?
Didn’t notice the web!
But its right there!
Well, you wouldn’t have noticed it if I didn’t point it out to you!
You’re right! You’re absolutely right! And I thank you pointing it out 
to me. (returns to his reading)
(mischievously) The spider is crawling up your leg.
What?! (inspects his leg and then glares at the snickering ROSIE)
What’s gotten into you? (ROSIE continues to snicker. This angers 
JEFF, who moves to kick web aside) I’ll take care of this.
No! Don’t! Leave it alone. That spider has just as much right to be 
here as we do.
I’m sorry. I didn’t think it was that important to you. I’ll leave it 
alone, if that’s what you want. And maybe we should leave each other 




ROSIE: You heard what I said!
JEFF: Alright, alright — I heard what you said! But, my God, you don’t have 
to jump at me.
ROSIE: Young man, I was not jumping at you. (aside) I bet your name is Jonathan.
JEFF: Now, that I didn’t hear.
ROSIE: I said, I bet your name is Jonathan.
JEFF: Jonathan? (then, to himself) Oh, brother, (then aloud) No, it’s Jeff.
ROSIE: Jeff? What a nice name. How are you, Jeff? You can call me Rosie.
I’m not Mrs. Patterson anymore.
JEFF: Aw, come on now.
ROSIE: Aw, come on now. Do I look like a Mrs. Patterson?
JEFF: This is ridiculous. I can’t put up with this anymore, (slams book shut 
and gathers up his things and rises from the bench) I came to the park 
to get away from ...from  crazy women!
(ROSIE suddenly jumps from the bench and grasps JEFF’s arm)
ROSIE: Stop!
JEFF: What now?
ROSIE: Your feet —
JEFF: What about them?
ROSIE: You almost crushed the web!
JEFF: That crummy old web?!
ROSIE: Crummy old web, indeed! Young man, that crummy old web, as you 
called it, represents one of the finest works of nature. You wouldn’t 
call the Grand Canyon crummy and old, would you?
JEFF: Mrs. Patterson —
ROSIE: Rosie.
JEFF: Rosie, This isn’t the Grand Canyon, it’s only a web. If I step on the 
web and, by some chance, miss the spider, that spider will just spin a 
new one. Spiders just keep spinning and spinning — despite the fact 
that there are people like me that keep coming along and stepping on 
them. It’s a fact of life. (starts to talk away)
ROSIE: A spider’s life, perhaps — but...
JEFF: (pauses, his back to her) But what?
ROSIE: But not a person’s, (sits back down) Sometimes, it’s difficult to spin a new life.
JEFF: (turns back and takes a few steps towards the bench) What do you mean by that? 
ROSIE: (with forced cheerfulness) Nothing. It doesn’t matter. But it did sound 
dramatic, didn’t it?
JEFF: (half-heartedly) Yep, real dramatic. You should have been an actress. 
ROSIE: Come, Jeff. Sit back down. Let’s not be enemies.
(JEFF slowly returns to his seat and slumps back — staring upward)
ROSIE: Thinking about Charlotte?
JEFF: What do you care? (then, in a softer tone) Yeh, I’m thinking about
her.'We were going to get married in the Spring — after my graduation 
— at my uncle’s cabin in the mountains. But things are different now. 
ROSIE: Eliot and I got married in a little colonial chapel. It was such a lovely 
wedding. I still can remember the priest, Father Dansen saying — (she 
pauses and looks at the visibly upset JEFF. He glances at her and then 
leans forward in his seat and begins to watch the spider)
ROSIE: (after some time) How’s the web coming along?
JEFF: I guess it’s alright — as far as webs go. I never really watched a spider 
spin its web before.
ROSIE: Neither did I until...
JEFF: Until what?
ROSIE: (quickly) I was always so busy. When Eliot was alive, we always had things to
do and people to see and places to be. Business trips, meetings, parties —
JEFF: Until what, Rosie?
ROSIE: Until my daughter’s husband convinced her that I should be placed in a 
nursing home!
JEFF: Nursing home?
ROSIE: I like to believe that I speak well enough to be understood.
JEFF: Okay, okay. But why did they put you in a place like that? Aren’t 
nursing homes for old people who can’t care for themselves?
ROSIE: That’s the general idea, yes.
JEFF: But you don’t belong in a nursing home. I mean, you seem quite 
capable of fending for yourself.
ROSIE: Well, they put me there anyway — just to keep me out of the way.
JEFF: Out of the way?
ROSIE: But of course! (sarcastically) Who wants an old woman meddling 
about? I was there for two months. Two whole months!
JEFF: Was it bad?
ROSIE: Oh, no, no. If anything, it was quite...quite clean.
JEFF: Clean? Is that it?
ROSIE: Well, not really clean...Sterile is more like it. The staff were always
milling about — cleaning and making sure everything was “ alright.” (in 
a mimicking voice) “ Is everything alright, Mrs. Patterson? Can I get 
you anything, Mrs. Patterson?” And before I could answer, they would 
walk away and continue their cleaning!
That place was so sterile, that nothing grew — especially one’s spirit.
I used to stare out the windows a lot. They wouldn’t let us of outside 
too often — bad for your health, you know. So I would just sit and 
stare — or stand and stare. And I noticed that no matter how neat and 
clean the gardeners kept the grounds, there were always spiders busily 
spinning their webs. Some of the webs were as large as the windows! 
The spiders were the only things the staff couldn’t completely eliminate.
The spiders, they amazed me. So persistent, so creative. Like little 





No, the way you described the spiders. I never saw them as artists.
They were always bugs to me — bugs that managed to get into any 
dusty place around.
ROSIE: Jeff, they’re not bugs. And there are so many different types of
spiders! At the home — when I wasn’t gazing out windows — I did a lot of 
reading. Did you know that there’s a spider called the “trap-door” spider? (JEFF 
attempts to respond but ROSIE rapidly rambles on) It doesn’t spin a web. 
Instead, it digs a hole in the ground. Then, it makes a covering that looks ex­
actly like the surrounding ground and hinges it in place —just like a door that 





And then what does the spider do? I’m sure it doesn’t go through all 
that trouble for no reason.
ROSIE: I told you, Jeff, I was only there for two months. I didn’t have all that 
much time to read.
(JEFF throws his hands up in mild despair. ROSIE, who now seems 
totally ignorant of his presence, begins to rummage through her bags. 
JEFF interprets this as an end to their conversation and begins to read 
again. They continue like this for several moments. ROSIE then takes a 
faded and tattered photograph from her bag and gazes at it lovingly) 
ROSIE: Would you like to see a picture?
JEFF: No, I — alright, alright, (accepts it from her) Your husband? 
ROSIE: Yes.
JEFF: And the little girl?
ROSIE: Our daughter, Marjorie. Wasn’t she precious?
JEFF: I guess so — as far as little kids go.
ROSIE: She’s thirty-three now and thinks she can rule the world — or at least 
her mother’s. But I fixed her — I fixed them both... (leans closer in a 
clandestine manner) I ran away.
JEFF: Ran away? From the home?
ROSIE: Hmm, hmmm!
JEFF: Your daughter must be worried.
ROSIE: Do you really think so? I don’t.
JEFF: Aren’t you being a bit unfair?
ROSIE: My daughter and my son-in-law have me put away and you’re calling 
me unfair? You don’t know what’s fair. This is a society geared 
towards the young — and you’re one of them.
JEFF: You know, you’re very difficult to talk with.
ROSIE: Am I?
JEFF: Yes, you are!
ROSIE: There is a simple solution.
JEFF: Really? And what is that?
ROSIE: Stop talking to me. Read your textbooks! Write your dear Charlotte a letter!
And while you’re at it, move to another bench! (JEFF angrily slams the photo 
onto the bench. He then re-gathers his books and rises from the bench — this 
time, he checks for the web. He begins to walk towards his left — unaware 
that CHARLOTTE is entering from stage-left)
CHAR.: (to someone off-stage) Bill, I told you I’ll be right back. You just wait in
the car, Sugar, okay? (walks towards the bench) Jeff? Jeff, honey, is that you 
(JEFF suddenly freezes in his tracks as if he had been hit in the back.
ROSIE nervously begins to rummage through her bags)
JEFF: (turning stiffly) Oh, hello, Charlotte.
CHAR.: I thought it was you. I’ve been looking for you. It’s a good thing I 
bumped into your roommate. He told me to try the park.
JEFF: (aside) Good ol’ Ralph, (then aloud) Well, you found me. So, what is it 
that you wanted?
CHAR.: (wraps her arm around his and walks him a little from the bench) I — I 
wanted to tell you that I can’t make our date Saturday.
JEFF: Why?
CHAR.: New developments.
JEFF: (with mocked surprise) Oh? What?
CHAR.: My cousin — from up-state — decided to come down for the weekend.
I told my mother that I’d give her a hand around the house. She 
decided to have some people over and she’ll need me there to help with 
the food and whatever.
JEFF: Well, maybe I could help out, too. (ROSIE coughs slightly)
CHAR.: Um, ah, no, Jeff. That’s not necessary. Besides, you’ll be bored. You 
know how family get-togethers are.
JEFF: Charlotte, if I’m going to marry into your family, shouldn’t I meet 
them? I’m gonna have to sooner or later.
CHAR.: But not now, okay? Besides, we should wait until after our wedding 
plans are definite. That way, when we do all get together, we’ll be 
prepared for all their questions.
JEFF: (pulls away from her) Maybe we should hold off on making our plans 
defini e for awhile.
CHAR.: Jeff, what’s the matter? This isn’t like you. You’re always the one who
has to have everything planned out ahead of time.
JEFF: Well, maybe this time I planned a bit too far ahead of time.
CHAR.: What do you mean?
JEFF: (softly) I'm having second thoughts, Charlotte.
CHAR.: Second thoughts? About what?
JEFF: Us.
CHAR.: Us? The wedding?
JEFF: Yeh, the wedding. Maybe we should call it off.
CHAR.: Call it off? Are you crazy? Why?
JEFF: Because you can’t go into a marriage when...
CHAR.: When what?
JEFF: When one of the two parties hasn’t been...hasn’t been honest.
CHAR.: Honest? Jeff, what are you talking about?
JEFF: Charlotte, please. It’s just that, well, that things are different now. It’s 
not like when we first started. I’m sorry, it’s — it’s too difficult to explain.
CHAR.: (bitterly) Sorry? Sorry? You just cancelled our wedding and all you can 
say is that you’re sorry? I’ll never forgive you, Jeff. Never! (begins to cry)
JEFF: (desparingly glances about. He then takes a few steps towards CHARLOTTE 
and almost embraces her, but something off-stage catches his attention.) Your 
friend is coming — number 87. Isn’t he on the football team? The charming, 
blond, all-American? Why don’t you go and cry on his shoulders? They certain­
ly seem big enough. And I don’t think he’d mind.
CHAR.: (angrily) What do you mean by that? (a pause) You’re jealous, aren’t you?
JEFF: (sarcastically) Jealous? Me? Yeh, I guess you could say that.
CHAR.: But he’s just a friend, Jeff.
JEFF: Stop lying to me, Charlotte. I know what he is.
CHAR.: Know? Know what?
JEFF: You know what I’m talking about.
CHAR.: No, I don’t. Why don’t you tell me?
JEFF: I know all about you and all-American 87. And there’s no cousin from 
up-state, is there?
CHAR.: You really do know. Well, I guess you would have found out sooner or 
later. Then, I guess this really is goodbye. Goodbye, Jeff, (slowly walks 
off-stage — pausing to glance back at JEFF)
JEFF: (turns away from the departing CHARLOTTE and angrily throws his 
books to the ground. He then lowers his head into his hands and 
whispers) Goodbye, Charlotte.
ROSIE: (slowly leaves the bench and gathers the discarded books) She’s a lovely girl.
JEFF: (suddenly turns to ROSIE) What would you know?!
ROSIE: Now who’s jumping at whom?
JEFF: I’m sorry, okay? I’m sorry, (walks to his right and gazes off-stage to 
where CHARLOTTE had left) I love her, Rosie.
ROSIE: (walks over to him) I know.
JEFF: She — she meant everything to me.
ROSIE: Come on. Let’s sit down — on our bench, (hands him his books and 
then takes his arm and leads him to the bench)
JEFF: Rosie...
ROSIE: Sit.
JEFF: Rosie, I —
ROSIE: Just sit. (both sit and neither speaks for a few moments) Feeling better?
JEFF: Better?
ROSIE: Yes, better. You finally said what you wanted to say.
JEFF: Rosie, I feel awful. I just told the lady that I — I just told her that our 
future together was...cancelled, (lowers his head into his hands.)
ROSIE: (remains very quiet. She removes the letter JEFF had written from her 
bag. She stares at it briefly and then throws it away. She sits back 
down and then, after several moments) I’ve been wandering through 
this city for some time now. I’ve met a lot of different people. But 
none like you. Most wouldn’t even say “ hello” to me — or stay on the 
same bench, for that matter. But you — you stayed...and treated me 
like a real person — not like a senile, old fool. You’re special, Jeff.
And you’re really a nice person.
JEFF: If I’m so nice and so special, why do I feel so rotten?
ROSIE: Oh, for God’s sake, Jeff. Do you think that I don’t know what it’s like 
to be mistreated? To feel abandoned? My own daughter placed me in a 
nursing home and could never bring herself to visit me — or even call 
me. And it hurts. It hurts a lot to be betrayed. Just be thankful that 
you didn’t find out some twenty years from now like I did. (she turns 
her head from him. He shyly watches her and then reaches over and 
gently takes her hand)
You’re right — again.
There’ll be other girls. You can start fresh — like the spider.
I — I don’t know, maybe.
Well, you have plenty of time, (gazes at the photo of her family in her lap) 
(follows her gaze) And you?
What about me 
Can you start over?




I don’t want to nor need to call my daughter.
Why not?
I don’t have to explain everything to you!
Rosie, come on. Take some of your own advice, will you?
Jeff, I — (Policeman enters from stage-right)
(sarcastically) Well, Rosie.
(with false cheerfulness) Officer Webber, how are you today?
Fine, just fine, (looks at JEFF. Then, in a sardonic, biting tone) Isn’t 
he a bit young for you?
(suddenly remembers JEFF; pulls her hand away from his) We’re friends. 
Friends, huh? Trying to bumb a meal off of him? You know the rules, Rosie. 
Yes, Yes, I know, (begins to gather her things)
Rules? What rules?
My rules. Come on, Rosie. Time to be moving on. (ROSIE leaves the bench) 
(also rising) Wait a minute, she’s not bothering anyone. Leave her 
alone. This is a public bench. She can stay if she wants to.
Look, kid, as long as I’m patrolling this part of the park, what I say 
goes. I’ve certain rules for these — these people — and I expect them 
to be followed. Now, one more word out of you and I’ll —
That won’t be necessary, I was going to leave anyway, (looks at JEFF)
I’ve got a phone call to make. And you can’t make one from a bench.
I enjoyed talking with you, Jeff. I hope all goes well with your...your 
archaeology. Bye, bye. (smiles slightly at JEFF and then turns to exit.
COP glares at JEFF and then stalks after her)
JEFF: (watches both leave. He then gathers up his books from the bench. He 
turns to leave. Before he does so, he glances down at the spider and its 






























Mist hangs in the sky; 
raindrops that refuse to fall, 
like tears in his eye.
Stronger than poets, 
you have power in bareness; 
we only in dress.
Her lemon-drop kiss 
leaves its bittersweet moistness 
upon my cool lips.
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Summer Glaze
Creamy, churning gold; 




Imbuing the sky 
russet and rose, rises the 
Elysian orb ...
i wish to capture 
sunlight in delicate jars 
and send them to you.
Silently, the Sun
surrenders to sister-stars, 
as dusk covers all...
An Absence of Rainbows
Walking; drifting in the ceaseless downpour. 
Relentless; washing memories to a mind 
Wanting no remembrance 
To jar the hurt so deep and long suppressed.
In the rain-soaked darkness I think I see 
Her eyes in streetlight rainbows reflecting 
Through quicksilver droplets 
In a drenched mosaic of scattered puddles.
And in each pot-hole pool of rain I see
Hair; black like children’s rubbers glazed with rain
She who haunts me ever
As this wall of water floods before me.
If only she could be this midnight rain,
Gone at sunrise; leaving only damp streets
Drying in the daybreak
To hide the fact that rain had ever been.
But she is an immortal summer storm 
Forever flooding relics through my mind,
Rainbows never rising
To mend a broken soul no longer loved.
Of Love Found in the Front Seat 
of a ’72 Chevy One Rainy February 
Afternoon
Driving in an empty lane against the flow 
of traffic at rush hour 
A misty rain making a translucent veil 
of a sooty windshield.
Returning from a late lunch long delayed 
by directions misunderstood 
By a driver far too distracted by the eyes 
of his passenger.
Eyes like captive tears of sunlight 
Whose warmth still glows 
Like elf-stones in his heart.
Their destination reached, all too soon for him, 
They part after a moment’s hesitation 
With a single kiss, elegant in its innocence.
A soft-sweet kiss that is for him forever 
The taste of love found in the front seat 
of a ’72 Chevy, one misty afternoon.
Christmas Night
“ ...and Music shall untune the sky.”
Inside









to tune my alto 
to (un)grounded bass—
I am
beckoned to the dance.
Heavens in festival splendor 
Lights wheel to echoing measures—
The old
joy moves me; 
secrets voice themselves— 
stars tremble, 
waiting for a cadence...
I am
beneath an ancient earthenware 
(overturned) 
admitting no light 
but through chinks, chipped 
in patient measured movement. 
Centuries before, 
a special chink 
heralded a Light...
Now
the clay crumbles 
—does the descant approach— 
what if a careful hand 
held the hemisphere,
Tapped
with some cosmic instrument 




For the noontime hour I run away from the con­
crete canyon; two blocks bring me back to 
nature and put a thousand miles between me and 
the horns, tires and their matrimonial fumes. 
After closing the car door, I step away from the 
curb and turn to be pleasantly assaulted by 
everything green, fresh, alive — new.
I Where you were just a few minutes ago was 
familiar, safe, but still this new world through 
squinted and innocent eyes is intriguing and in­
viting. Leave that darkness Forever behind you 
now (in a few eyeblinks it will all be forgotten 
anyway) and look ahead to this unprecedented 
experience — a new life.
Money-changing minds and twenty-five-hour 
days are long gone as springtime scents are now 
the most familiar. This is where I belong as the 
throaty-sounding ducks and all their relatives 
join thoughts with mine. Naive paradise links 
my life with those eternal surrounding me and 
the key floats absent-mindedly downstream.
Every tint of green must be discovered, both in 
the shade and in the different strains of sunlight. 
Sunstars in the water are my stepping stones; 
pathways lead from a forgotten life past to a 
never-worrying future; rabbits and chipmunks 
and dogs and squirrels converse in a language I 
just learned and have known all my life. All 
needs exploring but is understood even before 
seen.
Beyond the green beach and its now-familiar 
colors, I suddenly spy a bridge — long and wide, 
strikingly different. As these fields were once 
radical, so is this expanse. Excited, I run wildly 
toward it, eager to claim this alien as personal 
property. Once, nearby nature was all I needed 
for contentment, but now — I see something 
new, and I want all that is new.
I savor every proud moment as I cross this bit of 
previously unconquered territory. Gentle rapids 
crash below me and I am so glad I hurried here. 
But as I rushed to this present it rushes to leave 
me too. Now left for me are memories of thrilled 
anticipation and — more dunes of green ahead. 
Why did I hasten it? Now the moment of ecstasy 
is gone and in its place is a feeling slightly sad­
der, more serene than before I stepped up to my 
bridge. Soon calmness returns, along with the 
well-known inner peace of realizing that my 
road is smooth with nothing unexpected to jar 
me from now on.
II Dimlit eternity is shattered with your first 
screams as this world envelops you in smiles, 
soft billows, and sweet music. Every whimper 
and flush is analyzed and reexamined, then 
catered to with the highest care. Staying here will 
be no great sacrifice on your part.
II I  Since here you will stay, you are curious about 
everything within your grasp, view, sense. 
Pastels and all the comforts leave a curious mind 
unsatiated; there is always more to explore, and 
you want to be a part of it all. Never stagnant, 
always enveloping is the wonderful world. How 
can something just get better and better and bet­
ter all the time?
IV Time passages catch you in a whirlpool and spin 
you ’round and ’round, faster and faster as the 
years streak by. But fast is never fast enough; 
you are not willing to wait with patience for the 
vortex’s lightening speed to bring on the new 
world of young adult. It is a must-have part of 
your present life, and you try everything possible 
to drag it here prematurely. It seems so bright 
and idyllic while childhood is suddenly dull and 
routine. You need this change fast.
V You accomplish your task and reach that peak 
— welcome to the world of sophisticated fun 
and seriousness. Even though it is as unique and 
marvelous as you dreamed it would be, 
sometimes suspense is better than getting the 
prize waiting at its cessation. And the future? — 
a track without drastic changes foreseeable. Feel 
comfortable with whatever your life possesses 
now because it will stay for a time to come.
'
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Feeling good about my serene and stable sur­
roundings, I regretfully realize that the end of 
this existence is near. My pace slows, my eyes 
wander to every detail of my chosen world, leav­
ing nothing overlooked. Because termination is 
close enough to perceive, everything in my 
presence becomes an infinitely important part of 
me I lock in my mind until the next interlude 
finds this life again.
I can no longer hear the birds’ calls or see that 
unimaginable world — does it really exist? But I 
must banish even its last glimmers from my city 
mind. An hour has passed since midday and for 
four more my thoughts must be with this real 
world. But is this the real world? Maybe I will 
find the answer when my sun shines through this 
muddled fog again tomorrow...
Routine is your stability as you gratefully cling 
to it each day that passes. But as you know it will 
not last much longer so each moment becomes 
precious, something to be savored and stored 
tightly in your memory. Reflect on your time 
here, be comforted by it — it is an effort of 
limitless worth and meaning.
From blackness you came and once again you 
are here. That life is like a dream that lasted no 
longer than the twinkle in a baby’s eyes. You 
created memories only to have them lost in a 
world oblivious to time, space, feeling. But soon 
they will live again — not in you this go ’round, 
in the life of a newborn; one who will start to 
live as you once did, with all the energy and 
wonderment that everything new brings.
VI
Prisms
You are the Light,
Your Cross, the Prism.
The white that shines deep
shows our souls black 
blinds our weak eyes 
is broken, and
color has entered earth.
You are the Light that was Broken.
You are the Color,
Your Tomb, the Prism.
On the third day You were raised 
as a ray travels from mirror to heaven.
Your colors welded, the white shone forth, 
and shines still.
And I am washed white 
in Your sacrificial color, 
because of Your conquering love.
You are the Light that was Broken and made Whole.
You are the Light,
I am Your Prism.
deux poemes de la cathedrale
I
They called him Abomination.
The moment of Incarnation, 
the bells of the old cathedral 
were muted, struck dumb at the thought 
that such a man could hang on strands 
of God’s hair and ring changes, though 
driven deaf, mad, and drowned in sound 
waves the color of emeralds.
II
Camels came to the Cathedral
of our Lady. (A single spire
burned nights, guiding them north.) But all
its coffers were already full,
with the beaten gold and fine lace
of centuries. The wise men retired
with their treasure, but the camels
died. Tears froze on a gargoyle’s face.
War
the soldier in the trench
huddles alone under the alien
blanketing sky,
shell-shocked,
shrinking from the pointers
of the celestial searchlight,
praying that they are asleep
in the evershifting jungle shadows
that hide the truth
from the nervous singers
in his brain...a voice
calls out that it’s a friend...
the soldier thinks
the night is like a rain
that never has to end,
because there’s nothing
given to be felt
by him to know
that it is really there,
and has begun,
so he will know
that Time is bringing
him closer to the sun...
the soldier totters,
succumbing to the heavy heat;
sleep seeps into his pores...
the spirit easing sleep
that lets his weapon slide away...
the shadows leap
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To talk about translation is rather like talking about the 
glass in front of a picture when it is the picture itself 
that engrosses our attention.
J. Lehmann
Translation is a glass in its efforts to capture in one language thoughts which 
lie behind different verbal expressions in another language. In this sense, the 
translator’s task is to make the glass, language, transparent — to leave the 
thought or art behind the glass untouched. But language is not only the medium 
of art; it is its substance, too. Theodore Savory believes that different languages 
have different qualities. So different that every language can be assigned a 
suitable function: “ A man should speak Spanish to his God, French to his 
friends, German to his enemies, and Italian to his mistress.” The glass can not be 
ignored. We may question the roles Savory assigns, but his point that different 
languages produce different effects is unquestionable. Yet how, when, and where 
to employ (or to escape) these effects is the source of tremendous controversy. 
Although I am a relative newcomer to the art of translation, I have begun to 
understand a few of these timeless controversies.
The translator is beset by contending allegiances — a devotion to the words of 
the original versus a dedication to the author’s ideas. This division demands that 
the translator choose a middle ground between a scrupulously faithful 
reproduction of the work in which the word order, syntax, and vocabulary of the 
translation correspond so closely to the original that awkward constructions 
obscure meaning and destroy beauty and a free interpretation in which the 
translator adds or omits based solely on a personal interpretation of the author’s 
ideas or renders so idiomatically as to go beyond the original text. The result of 
this struggle in my mind has been the realization that, as Benjamin Jowett 
remarked, “ All translation is a compromise.” This is not a criticism, but a 
statement of the facts as I (and Mr. Jowett) have found them. Perhaps a few 
examples would illustrate this view better than abstract arguments. Here are two 
aphorisms of the Austrian author, Heimito von Doderer, and my translations of 
them.
Leben
Die wesentliche und schwerste Aufgabe unserer geistigen 
Existenz ist nicht, die Ratsel des Lebens zu losen, 
sondern an ihnen nicht zu ermiiden.
Life
The essential and most difficult task in the life of the mind 
is not to solve the riddles of life, but to keep them from 
wearing us out.
Freund und Feind
Man hat immer mehr Feinde, als man jemals auch nur zu ahnen 
vermag: weil alle unsere besten Freunden zeitweis dazu 
gehoren, wenn auch nur fur kleinste Strecken.
Friends and Enemies
We always have more enemies than we ever have even the faintest 
inkling of, because all of our best friends fall into that 
category at times, if only for the briefest of moments.
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These translations include a number of difficulties which were not easily 
resolved. The decisions I made were often intuitive and are, therefore, difficult to 
explain. But by briefly describing my own experiences in these two cases, the 
truth of Jowett’s words will become clearer.
In “ Life,” the first problem I encountered was how to translate “ unserer 
geistigen Existenz.” My initial version read “ of our spiritual existence.”
However, while this translation is faithful in a literal sense, it fails to capture the 
fuller meaning of “ geistig” — referring to a non-physical existence of a mental or 
intellectual nature and not carrying the religious note contained in the English 
word “ spiritual.” Simply substituting “ mental” for “ spiritual” would not have 
been appropriate. The union of the words “ mental existence” sounds strange, a 
combination unlike the smooth flow in Doderer’s original. The word 
“ intellectual” also did not suit this situation. “ Intellectual” possesses a sense of 
exclusivity which Doderer did not intend. His use of “ unserer” (“ of our” ) 
universalizes the the predicament he has observed. The “ difficult task” must be 
faced, not by some educated elite, but by everyone. Abandoning the possibility of 
a one-to-one correspondence now, I began to consider other alternatives. Seizing 
on “ mind,” a short while later I came to my final version of the phrase — “ in 
the life of the mind.” This seemed to satisfy smoothly the three factors I had 
seen operating here: the non-physical element, the mental aspect, and the 
universal nature of the phrase.
The second problem I came up against concerned the translation of “ sondern 
an ihnen nicht zu ermuden.” “ Ermuden” means “ to tire,” and immediately led 
me to write, “ but not to tire of them.” But “ ermuden” actually implies “ passive 
action.” It is still we who tire, but the riddles act upon us. That is, the passage 
does not ask us not to grow weary of the “ riddles of life” as we might tire of a 
Rubik’s Cube. The passivity of “ ermuden” means that we have no choice — the 
riddles confront us every day, every moment of our lives. The phrase requests of 
us, not attentiveness, but endurance. In this light, I wrote, “ but to keep them 
from tiring us out.”
Still, “ tire” did not seem quite right. “ Tire” is usually linked to physical 
fatigue and, from the first difficulty — the non-physical emphasis — Doderer 
clearly is not implying only physical exhaustion. I finally settled on “ but to keep 
them from wearing us out,” completing the first aphorism.
“ Friends and Enemies” presented problems of another sort. To start with, 
“ man” can be translated “ one,” “ man,” “ a person,” or any other unspecified 
yet all-inclusive subject. But after noting “ unsere besten Freunde” (“ our best 
friends” ) in the next line, I thought “ man” would be best translated into the 
English plural “ we.”
The next difficulty was how to translate the clause “ als man jemals auch nur 
zu ahnen vermag.” “ Than we ever suspect” is good, I thought. It even continues 
the use of “ we.” But it also ignores parts of the original — the modifiers “ auch”
and “ nur” and the verb “ vermogen.” I felt I had over-simplified the line. 
Consequently, I changed the entire clause to “ than we can ever have even the 
faintest inkling of.” This is clearly a departure from the original in vocabulary 
and structure — “ zu ahnen vermag,” the infinitive and main verb, becoming the 
verb and modal “ can have” and the phrase “ the faintest inkling o f.” Yet I 
believe the changes better capture the sense of the whole clause than any simpler 
version. Also, the phrase, “ the faintest inkling,” possesses a certain elegance 
characteristic of the Viennese German of Doderer.
The final problem of translation in this aphorism centers on the words “ dazu 
gehoren.” Literally, the phrase translates “ belong to it” (i.e., are among our 
enemies). To clarify this, I wrote down “ belong to that group.” But the rigid 
formalism of this phrase seemed out of place. Examining the whole aphorism, I 
noticed the first half is formal and commanding — “ We always have...” The 
second half is informally explanatory, almost like a punch-line. Doderer certainly 
intended this contrast of tone. I felt this was important enough to justify my final 
decision in favor of a more colloquial English expression: “ fall into that 
category.”
After explaining my thoughts on these aphorisms, I recognize that some of my 
translation may strike one as excessively free. I do not believe this is true.
Perhaps, instead of Lehmann’s analogy of a translation to a glass in front of an 
art work, a prism would be better. Translation operates as a prism for people 
with different spectra of vision. A picture which one observer sees in its original 
shades of blue can only be seen by another observer if translated into red. For 
the second observer, this inevitably produces an experience different from the 
original, but the translator may play with the shades of his language in an effort 
to compensate for that unavoidable difference. Perhaps a translator could make a 
peaceful deep blue in the eyes of the first observer into a soft pink for the 
second. This is not to say a translator should feel so free as to translate, as 
Savory jokes, Caesar’s “ Veni, vidi, vici” into “ I reached the country after long 
marches, I surveyed the position before undertaking military action, and in this I 
successfully subjugated the defenders.” Obviously, the short, powerful style of 
“ Veni, vidi, vici” is at least as important as the ideas to which Savory’s comic 
translation remain faithful. But the standard English translation, “ I came, I saw,
I conquered” only partly captures the alliterative quality of the original and loses 
the unity of the original three trochees. Compromise, as Jowett said, is 
inescapable. So long as we suffer the burden of Babel, translation will be 
indispensible.
George Steiner maintains, however, that the “ fortunate fall” is a reality, and 
that the problems of translation are certainly acceptable compared with the 
alternative of a universal language (probably English) in which few are expert and 
artistry is lost. As he concludes in After Babel, “ It would be ironic if the answer 
to Babel were pidgin and not Pentecost.”
The Model
The model stands before me, 
with her lined eyes, 
green and glossy,
and cheeks raised by some artist’s brush.
Nervously she smiles,
(probably her first time), 
moves,
then holds a pose.
For an instant she becomes lifeless, 
a man-made creation,
frozen in time and space for everyone to marvel at,
500,000 will see her,
yet none will ever know her.
To them she is false, 
a cold image on a page.
To me,
she is warm, and alive, and real, 
only a few feet away, 
dancing in my mind,
waving her curves before me in command performance.
I feel her warmth,
maybe unbutton my shirt a little,
pull up my cuffs,
shift in my cottony shirt,
and all this without ever letting my eyes leave her.
I try,
but I just can’t seem to, 
why didn’t I wear the tan pants,
Earthy guys are lovers,
and I always look so good in tan,
the way they pressed up against my ass always felt good, 
a little tight,
but new things tend to be.
My hair felt good against that wooly sweater, 
somewhat like the one she’s got on,
I like that softness, 
it frames her face so well, 
delicate and soft, 
so young and innocent.
Flashing lights,
the music gets louder,
and the model swirls around and around,
hair flies in all directions,
periodic smiles,
instantaneous eyes,
my heart is in soft focus.
She looks good in dark colors,
they give a mystique to her and become paradoxes to the golden 
hair.
Her firming nipples just pierce her silky blouse, 




The shutter is cocked and ready.
The lighting is just right.
Soft music takes over.
They are so young these days, 
coming up so fast.
They are so anxious,
you just can’t seem to stop them.
What will it be next, 
what props do I have left.
How many lenses must I use.




Turn me on temptress, 
depress the shutter.
Now just give me a big smile, 
advance the film.
Good, good,
now tilt your head back just a little, 
fine, stop, perfect, laugh, 
depress the shutter, 
advance the film.


















The end of the roll comes so quickly,
I must reload,
but she’s gone to change and leave. 
That’s it.
One time,
and I never see her again.
Only pictures of them all.
The model stands before me, 
with her lined eyes, 
green and glossy,
and cheeks raised by some artist’s brush. 
Nervously she smiles,
(probably her first time), 
moves,
then holds a pose.
For an instant she becomes lifeless,-----
Forever she becomes a model.

Some neo-platonist philosopher 
once claimed there was no evil,
Only Good,
that trickled down from one
Supreme Good, 
making all other things
Somewhat Good.
Perhaps this same old gentleman 
also pondered colour, 
ultimately deciding there was no black, 
Only white,
and all things were shades of white. 
But everybody knows white
is just white,
and the slightest smudge makes it 
Grey.
Dear old thinker, 
it is much more sure 
to blot out beginnings and ends 
and leave only long middles 
than to disregard the in-between 
in favour of one extreme.
There are shades, of course, 




Your introduction to me, by a pair of casual acquaintances, has left me boggled, 
baffled, and befuddled, and THAT is at the very least. Would it, perhaps, be possi­
ble, for you to re-explain to me, how hell is other people?
I realize you grant to me a world in which to live, but then turn about three-sixty, 
and say it has no meaning. Yet I am stuck here in your corn-flake world, crunching 
away at a lot of people, never allowed to get full.
Given that, it appears to me more sensible to make something out of nothing (a self- 
moved first mover?) than to sit around existing...and not being happy, or at least not 
unhappy. If cornflakes are for naught, when sitting in a box, don’t they then mean 
something when in bowl of milk?
My objection, J-P, runs something like this: I eat a bowl of cornflakes soggy with 
milk, I’m no longer hungry. If hell is other cornflakes without milk, and I empty out 
my pitcher onto them, aren’t they heaven too?
On A Four-Star Father’s Confused Philosophy 
Overheard In A Chinese Restaurant 
During Lunch Hour
A tight ship,
When the harbor is finally open,
Will drift farthest from shore.
A Working Definition
hab • i • tat (hab'e tat)n. [L., it 
inhabits] 1. the region where a 
plant or animal naturally grows 
or lives 2. the place where a per­
son or thing is ordinarily found 
[Now Rare] 3. Both one and two 
[Nearly Impossible] 4. Where one 
has stood for the past four years 
or so [Obsolete] 5. Where one 
stands today 6. And all that has 
prevented or will prevent one 
from falling 7. [Colloq.] the 
place where one remembers one’s 
past, where one dreams of one’s 
future, and where one becomes 
two, at least for the present — 
SYN. see HOME
Your Next-Door Klansman
Your next-door neighbor is a harmless, reasonable man 
He thoughtfully separates the sheep and the goats 
He burns no cross, throws no stone —
He is Saul, carefully guarding the coats.
A civil petition is the whip that he wields 
Signed by other harmless, reasonable ones 
Used only to stop an attack on the right 
To inherit from parents inalienable funds 
And not to have them shared with lazy men 
who never work at all; human sponges sucking blood. 
Your next-door neighbor will protect you 
Raleigh-like, spread his coat over mud.
He proves racial superiority beyond all doubt.
With cold sane statistics, he wipes liberalism out 
He makes generalization seem so logical and safe 
Und so natural for zere to be differences in class 
Und in de efeninks he puts on his swastika coat 
Und kississ ihmselb in der glass.
Hell-Hole
traffic light flashes, wind blows ashes
pedestrian throng crosses against the signal
screaming carnivals send ethnic noise
as the muggy, smoggy weather descends on the car
as perspiration drips into stinging eyes
the taxi in front stops and jolts
your sweaty foot stomps on a slippery brake
as you frantically search for a grimy sign
and the screeching of tires and blaring of horns
mingles with the curses of those behind you
involuntarily, you blurt out a coarse epithet
the burning gas from the volcano of your heart
but it is drowned in the cascade of sound
numbing your ears to screams
numbing your eyes to blood
numbing your heart to sadness
and as a beggar, open-handed, stumbles toward your car 
you suffer the heat
and roll up the window and drive past.
Sunset
A lurching western wind spills molten gold 
upon a sunset sky,
while clouds are tricked to lavender hues.
The liquid ripples to glossy gauze 
as the sun pours out a river 
netting burnished beds of sleep.
1
Lusus Naturae*
Where this lyrist plucks, vainly over voices,
Upon gut strings to sooth a sodden king,
Or drugged Cerberus, ferocious, I know 
A more silent saturnalia exists only in Roman tombs. 
Sweet, muraled songs of admired Hellene past 
Call there, from Hades, Persephone and Bacchus,
To be among melodic life filled with fruits 
And grains for wines.
As the dancers whirl 
To drum and cymbal, hips and breasts beat 
To rhythms loud, this lyrist trills 
An empty Iliad with gods’ devotion.
My rhymings mouth mute to guests 
Whose business brags and adulterous aims 
Lift higher than muse voices on Parnassus.
*Latin: Freak of Nature
A Man In One Act
MAN: (whispering) While talking to myself,
I listened to this child,
Somewhat less refined 
But somehow more wise 
Than I had grown to be.
I’d say the darnedest things...
Who me? The athlete or the scholar?
Or me? The artist or the actor?
Comedian? Critic? Poet?
To whom do you refer?
Now admit your mind’s a blur.
Name the audience; I’ll name my role.
My masks fit any size, color, mold—
Good for parties, pliable too;
Costumes altered to suit the mood,
Like the night you dined the Lady of Cellophane. 
Tell me again, what was her real name?
Fade—the make-up shifts the morning after—oh! 
It hardens to a cast that cripples your growth.
Though the words may rime,
Rarely are they mine,
Retouched to meet the public’s fine 
Expectations. And how you return their laughs, 
Cutting quickly behind the masks.
I am not wholly honest—
The script is hard to follow: 
Survival first, then fairness.
It is a man who bears this.
Now you shall have to leave us 
Or...smile for the lady...
42
A Statement To Eve
Like snakes the weeds climb the bare trees 
of our garden. An Eve, you wait 
on the horizon, naked in the red sun, 
a brief convulsion of limbs. Well, now 
the night ripens like an apple, 
rippling red the falling light. We seem 
a plan of ancient desire.
Lovers exist in space and time
(in element) far from the first excuse.
We slither in the flesh; 
we die, we wake, we bathe.
What is it in the night that will 
drive our minds to dust? I ask 
you Eve before you taste the fruit.
On Virgin Sheets
On virgin sheets I bleed many a verse:
Of love and hate and feelings unspoken,
Of sure damnation by my wretched sins,
And of feared desires that ne’er disperse.
In guided syllables of ten, so terse, 
my soul rests in vaulted lines unbroken 
By the dark anima left astrokin’—
The realms of doom and grandeur thus immerse.
Hazy thoughts emerge: I may not attain 
The sought-after pinnacle, and behind 
Leave shawdowy echoes in haunt refrain—
But to grasp the lin’d cloud—the womb confine. 
The glorious exit of Keats I want 
Most—to go in the fire and be burnt.
In Time of Barley Harvest
Ruth 1:22 ff.
The moon lies softly pregnant 
on the hillside. My breath ris­
es, strays among the clouds, and, 
in the moon-light, magnifies
a fairy-tale and laces 
it with grains of truth as frost, 
on window-panes, strews vases 
out, or needle-points the first
few stars of evening. Boaz 
knew this April magic, frown­
ing on his sullen wadis 
as the silent moon looked down.
II
It still looks down. An aging 
maiden aunt possesses eyes 
like that; eyes which, in searching 
for the sea, tranquility,
were parched in lifeless deserts— 
and the ghost of beauty (drifts 
across a yellow waste, flirts 
around a scarred face like wisps
of cloud), a fragile writing, 
disappears where acid tears 
have pockmarked parchment, hiding 
ends of words in wrinkled blurs...
Ill
Those who write about the moon 
lie. It strays, cold and sterile, 
and reflects the light of men’s 
dreams. Romantics neither fill
dead seas with tears, nor marry 
spinsters who drink comfort from 
the lace of Irish coffee, 
shepherding unruly crumbs
which fall, like vagrant memories, 
from their lip's. These frost-flowers sit 
among their fabled histories; 
no one breathes. When the sun sets,
the virgin aunts go, gleaning 
stubbled truths. Romance will thrive 
in countries where a gleaming 
death lights unembroidered lives.
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